As the Age of Aquarius will be coming in, any excuse related to "not having knowledge", "not studying", "hadn't had information" will start dwindling.

The modern problems will look more like: "I didn't care, I purposefully pretended didn't have time, I didn't put 15 minutes in myself but wasted it on TikTok" and other silly excuses.

In previous eras, people had reasons: "I was in the middle of war, there was poverty, I had no time or no resources", the list goes - True and real problems.

Now, many people are only speaking excuse on top of excuse.

The universe has two modes of evolution: Collective and Personal. Personal evolution now with the internet is easy to achieve. Aquarius will allow everyone to have this whether jews consent with this or not, so ignore the jews and their nonsense.

You are going to need time and patience, but you can change most situations of a lack of understanding. You will be in there with yourself in that ring, and you must knock your ignorant self out, metaphorically speaking.

Everyday I live my life without issuing a single excuse, or at least, I try. The mind is creative to make lies up all the time in that regard. Eventually, as one advances, it stops doing that.

We all used to do this, but now we cannot do this. As time goes, excuses will become more and more pointless.

The Gods have told me many times that souls that they have appeared before them after reincarnation, in regards to spirituality, cited constantly the lack of spiritual information and the path to evolve; "No knowledge of this whatsoever".

Perpetrators of this will be judged and ruined, and we have a part to play in this, but this is not the central mission. The central mission is to liberate the fortress, and not only to punish these orcs.

The Gods have all the time to wait for them - it's going to happen, and nobody can escape. Our mind should be focused primarily on the liberation of the fortress of spirituality of mankind.
People were treated with leniency because of this for a very long time, as the Gods are well known for being totally Just. They know how it is to live a life where one never had a chance. They knew this beforehand.

The Gods have sent therefore people to change this, and it will change, and it's actually changing. Our world will eventually change and come out of this situation.

The enemy's consent does not matter. Their time is setting, and the new times are rising. They will hopelessly try to cling on the same old objectives, the only things they know, but they will be taken down the swamp they made.

But we will enter an era now, which we will help construct and the Joy of Satan will be pivotal in, where the above will not exist.

Knowledge will be available - it will not be for the "rich", the "powerful", "only them", but everyone. The school now exists with the open gates, and it admits students from everywhere.

It is only up to the students to get in and start taking their chairs and posts.

And even on previous eras, the lover of knowledge who was insistent, with faith that can shatter all walls, could get at least something. But now, less effort is required - only willingness.

We must work now without excuses, until we succeed in ourselves and further our collective level as much as possible.

The window of opportunity that opens up once in centuries is here: USE IT AND GET BLESSED FROM IT!!!!!

And every Spiritual Satanist must say: Thank you Gods for the opportunity for all of us to make this happen, WE SHALL NOT FAIL YOU!!!!!